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The State of
SUSTAINABLE FASHION ENTREPRENEURSHIP
2016

“It’s not a question of

if but when the 3 trillion dollar fashion

industry realizes sustainability is a win for everyone.”
SHANNON WHITEHEAD LOHR, FOUNDER & CEO OF FACTORY45

THE BACKSTORY

2000

IMAGE GOES HERE
Five years ago, if you were to say you were starting a
“sustainable fashion” brand, you would likely be met
with a blank stare.
While the media was careful to save “green” or “eco”
stories for timely events like Earth Day, sustainable
(or “ethical”) fashion was largely ignored until three
years ago.

2013

When the Rana Plaza garment factory collapsed in
Dhaka, Bangladesh on April 24, 2013, killing a reported
1,134 garment workers, the world finally took notice of
the significant shortcomings of the $3 trillion fashion
industry.

Fast fashion giants like H&M, Gap and Wal-Mart
were called out for their involvement in the deadliest
disaster in the history of the garment industry and
consumers started to take notice of what it really
takes to make the clothes we wear.

2014

2015

A year later, Fashion Revolution Day debuted to the
world with a single call to action, a simple but
shockingly unconventional request:

Ask your favorite brand:
#whomademyclothes?
From 2015 to 2016, the number of shoppers
participating in the Fashion Revolution campaign
jumped by 30,000 and the responses from brands
increased by 1,000.

TODAY

1.

The sustainable fashion industry is gaining
incredible momentum, and I’m seeing this
movement first-hand with the entrepreneurs
I work with through Factory45, an online
accelerator program for sustainable apparel
companies.
Since June 2014, Factory45 has trained and
educated entrepreneurs all over the country to
create sustainable and ethical alternatives to the
mainstream fashion industry. Our brands have
gone on to create some of the most transparent
supply chains that exist in fashion.

Through domestic and localized manufacturing, as
well as low-risk launch models, the independent
designer is proving to have a much greater impact
in the future of fashion than ever before.
After more than two years, working with over 150
entrepreneurs to build sustainable fashion brands,
we interviewed 30 respondents to create this
report. It’s our intention to present new and
emerging trends in sustainable fashion practices as
they are right now, as well as where they may be
headed next.

Shannon Whitehead Lohr, Founder & CEO of Factory45

"64% of millennials would
rather wear a socially-conscious
brand than a luxury brand. It's
a shift in how this generation
views their clothing. They want
to know where their product
is coming from."

A Rapidly
Growing
Industry

Rachel Krautkremer,
Editorial Director of Deep Focus

Early ‘00’s

THIRD TIME’S A CHARM

This certainly isn’t the first time the sustainable fashion
industry has attempted to go mainstream. In the 1990’s and
early 2000’s we first saw hemp and bamboo gaining attention as
“eco-friendly fashion.” Due in large part to a series of
marketing missteps, the average consumer quickly became
turned off to the “crunchy, granola, hippie” clothing and the
attention was short-lived.
Fast forward to 2005-2007 during the first wave of the Etsy
maker movement when aspiring entrepreneurs could find
success selling homemade items. This era eventually met a
similar demise when the market became too saturated without
adequate resources to support independent designers.
In the past two years, an uptick in resources specifically targeted
at independent brands and fashion entrepreneurs has made
available new incubators, accelerators and business programs in
locations across the country.
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FASHION RESOURCES THAT
LAUNCHED IN THE LAST 5 YEARS

Factory45
StartUp Fashion
19th Amendment
Brooklyn Fashion + Design Accelerator
ManufactureNY
Etsy Manufacturing
Project Entrepreneur
Bene Rialto
Trendseeder
New York Fashion Tech Lab
Fashion Technology Accelerator
Seattle Fashion Incubator
Portland Apparel Lab

THE TAKEAWAY

With the unprecedented support for small and emerging

fashion brands available today and the rise in consumer
enthusiasm for socially responsible apparel, there has
never been a better time in the history of entrepreneurship
to start an independent fashion brand with sustainability,
transparency and ethics at the forefront.

previous connections to the manufacturing world, can make a product
that is eco-friendly and ethically made, I don’t see why anyone can’t do
the same. That goes for large brands, too.

“

“

If someone like me, with zero experience in the fashion industry and no

TIFFANY SHOWN, FOUNDER OF FAIR SEAS SUPPLY CO.

3.

The Sustainable
Supply Chain
Demystiied

"We believe that every designer
should have access to low minimums...
[We’re] practicing sustainable and
attainable production every day."
Good Clothing Company,
a cut and sew facility in Fall River, MA

During the summer of 2016, Factory45 conducted interviews with 30 respondents
for insights into their business practices and outlook on sustainability.

100% of respondents know

82% of respondents know

70% of respondents feel it’s

where their company’s
products are made

the people who make their
products are paid a fair and
living wage

easier to find suppliers and
factories catering to small
batch and low minimums
than it was 2-5 years ago

Compared to 61% of traditional retailers

Compared to 2% of traditional retailers

100% of respondents feel that
sustainability is more
important or just as important
to their core business values
than it is to their customer

88% of respondents feel there

67% of respondents are

is more access to suppliers
who sell sustainable fabrics
than there was 5 years ago

choosing direct-to-consumer
retail over wholesale

Top 3 Reasons Why It’s Easier to Start
a Sustainable Brand than Ever Before

1.
Increased demand for
transparency from
designers and brands

2.

3.

Access to small batch
manufacturing and low
minimum suppliers

Supporting resources

4.

Real World Shifts in
Sustainable Fashion
Production
Increased Demand for Transparency

When Lara Neece, founder
of sustainable clothing
company Forest & Fin,
started her business four
years ago she said it was very
difficult to find suppliers and
vendors who would share
information about where
their fabrics and materials
were made.
In the past two years, she’s
noticed that transparency has
become more important to
the industry at large, making
it easier for her to implement
sustainable materials into her
supply chain.

Cara Bartlett, co-founder of
VETTA, a sustainable
womenswear capsule
collection agrees:

“From the vendors I've
talked to, more brands
are starting to ask
questions about social
and environmental
responsibility.”
In part due to this transparency,
Bartlett's startup brand is able
to manufacture its products at
the same factory as fashion
power players, Rag & Bone and
Theory.

“More brands are requesting
sustainable options,” said
Amanda Yanchury, founder of
sustainable activewear
company, Cause I Run.

“When there's more
demand for it,
suppliers are more
likely to adapt.”
These shifts have made it
possible for Yanchury to work
with a factory in Massachusetts
offering a no "minimum order
quantity" allowance. The
factory is willing to grow with
her as her brand grows.

THE TAKEAWAY

It’s become increasingly apparent that sustainability

may be important to the consumer, but the real impact
is being made when it’s important to the decision
maker of the brand.

5.

Small Batch & Low Minimums
Before the passing of NAFTA and a reported 1 million
net U.S. manufacturing jobs moved overseas, the
majority of domestic cut and sew factories catered to
major corporate accounts, such as Nike and Hanes,
making up most of their business.

Today, factory managers are realizing the potential of
small, independent brands and are catering to them by
offering small batch production. From New York City
to North Carolina to Fall River, MA, factories are
taking a chance on new designers by making it easier
for them to meet minimum order quantities.

This new model makes it less risky and more affordable for the new brand,
setting them up with a foundation to grow slowly with the support of
their factory.

“There are small factories popping up across the country that focus on working with small, sustainable designers
and allowing them to produce small quantities ethically and at manageable prices,” said Jesse Syswerda, founder of
sustainable womenswear brand Eenvoud.

Supporting Resources
2014

$ 2-3
MILLIO N

2016

$20K

Less than a decade ago, if an aspiring designer
wanted to launch a new brand, then she most likely
had to go to fashion school and find a nest egg of
capital from a rich relative or celebrity endorsement.
Fashionista.com reported in 2014 that a new
designer would need $2 million to $3 million to get a
ready-to-wear line off the ground.
With the help of the internet, resources like Maker’s
Row, programs like Factory45 and crowdfunding
platforms like Kickstarter, a startup brand now
requires a fraction of Fashionista’s estimate with an
average startup cost of $20,000, according to
respondents interviewed for this report.

6.

production. Websites such as Maker's Row and Fashiondex now cater to people seeking to build
USA-based clothing businesses by oﬀering connections to ethical suppliers and contractors.
EMILY BERTOVICH, FOUNDER OF SUSTAINABLE LINGERIE COMPANY, FAELYN

“

“

The internet has simpliﬁed connecting with local factories and businesses to ﬁnd ethical means of

New Trends in
Brand Building
A Low-Risk Launch Model

Average Working Capital Needed
for Product Development

$100K

Average Startup Cost for an
Independent Fashion Brand to Launch

$2 MIL L IO N

$8.5K
$20K

According to Fashionista.com in 2014

As reported by Fashionista.com in 2014

According to a pool of entrepreneurs polled
through Factory45

According to a pool of entrepreneurs polled
through Factory45

The average startup brand is now able to launch with

99% less in capital than the industry average reported by
Fashionista.com in 2014.
7.

The Secret is in the Pre-Sale
Cara Bartlett has been in the fashion industry for a decade.
She graduated with a degree from Parsons and was hired as a
buyer at Sak’s Fifth Avenue and then RueLala. When she
quit her job to start her own brand she knew that she could
break the traditional fashion rules to get off the ground.
So she turned to pre-sales through a Kickstarter campaign.
“We decided to pre-sell because it gave us the opportunity to
test the market, to build a loyal customer base, and to lower
our financial risk,” said Bartlett, founder of VETTA, a
sustainable womenswear’ capsule collection.

Raised

3X
their goal

Having bootstrapped product development up until their
Kickstarter campaign, Cara and her co-founder went onto
triple their campaign goal and raise nearly $90,000 to fund
their first production run.

THE POSITIVES OF PRE-SELLNG

Generates capital
Lowers the barrier to market entry
Paves the way for production
Builds an early base of customers
Tests the market’s response

Not only is pre-selling a way to generate capital, but it lowers
the barrier to market entry. Whereas a decade ago a new
designer would need to produce a few thousand units before
they sold anything, pre-selling allows the brand to test the
market response.
If a pre-sale campaign doesn’t go well, then the brand knows
that they’ve missed the mark on their product offering. But if
a campaign is successful, then the brand can confidently go
into production, knowing that they have an early base of
customers.

Initially, I wasn't sure about the pre-sell model... I thought that most people
wouldn't want to wait a long time to receive the product. I realized, however, the
people who pre-order your products are the ones likely to buy again and share
with their networks. This is incredibly valuable, and it shows the power of your
idea. If people are willing to wait for it, they believe in what you're doing.

“

“

Rather than invest tens of thousands of dollars upfront, which
most startup designers simply don’t have in the bank, new
brands are turning to Kickstarter and other crowdfunding
sites to gain their first customers and finance the brand’s
initial production costs.

AMANDA YANCHURY, FOUNDER OF ACTIVEWEAR COMPANY, CAUSE I RUN

8.

The Power of Kickstarting
Today, there are dozens of crowdfunding and pre-selling methods available to
independent designers, but the majority are choosing Kickstarter.

PRE-SALES PLATFORMS FOR
STARTUP FASHION BRANDS

Kickstarter
Indiegogo
19th Amendment
Crowd Supply
Shopify
BetaBrand

the same time, a great way to gain exposure and loyal customersIt’s also

“

“

I chose Kickstarter because it’s a very low-risk way to raise money while at
the most well-known crowdfunding platform and it allowed me access to a
network of people I don’t think would have found me on their own.
JESSE SYSWERDA, FOUNDER OF SUSTAINABLE WOMENSWEAR LINE, EENVOUD

$20K IN
27 HOURS

Syswerda launched a Kickstarter campaign in 2015 to pre-sell her first
collection. She reached her goal in 27 hours and went onto double it, raising
over $20,000, by the last day of her campaign.
She said that about half of her Kickstarter backers were friends and family
and the rest were strangers from all over the world. This upfront pre-sell of
her first collection allowed her to purchase her fabric and materials, make a
50 percent deposit with her factory, and go into production without taking
on the personal financial risk as a 20-something-year-old living in Brooklyn.

Syswerda and the other entrepreneurs polled for this report attribute the
success of their Kickstarter campaigns to three factors:

9.

1.

SOC I A L M EDI A
& CO N T EN T
M AR KET I N G

2.
EM A I L
M A RK E T I N G

3.
CON NECTING WITH
BL OGGER S, INFL UENCER S,
& SIM IL A R TA R GET
GR OUPS

THE TAKEAWAY

The biggest indicator of Kickstarter success is building
an online audience and community before you launch.

successful, I ran a campaign through Kickstarter. It was the most eﬃcient and
practical way to start a business.
HANNA BAROR-PADILLA, FOUNDER OF SOTELA

“

“

Instead of investing all of my money into a product I wouldn't know would be

The Top 6 Challenges
Facing Sustainable
Fashion Brands
10.

1
COST

of ethical labor/lower margins

2

3

CO M P E T I T I O N

COST

Both in pricing and fast fashion
marketing messages

of sustainable materials/
lower margins

5

4

CO MM UNICATIN G
T HE VA L UE

C U S TO M E R
ACQ UI S I T I O N

to the consumer

6
MA R K ETIN G
EXPOSUR E

Projections for the
Future of Fashion
Trends to Watch

“

Consumers are
demanding more
supply chain
transparency and
small indie brands are
delivering.

The big retailers will
eventually be forced to
keep up with the
precedent that
independent brands are
setting as millennials
grow up and account for
more purchasing power.

The wave of the future is apparel microbrands making speciality clothing
and we’re here to help.”
CLOTHIER DESIGN SOURCE, A CUT AND SEW FACILITY IN SAINT PAUL, MN

“

Supplier and factory
costs can’t keep up with
the rock bottom prices
that the fast fashion
industry tells the
consumer they should
expect.

11.

What’s Ahead
On April 1, 2016 the Obama Administration announced $300 million in
private-public investment for a new manufacturing innovation hub in Cambridge,
MA. To date, $2 billion in manufacturing R&D investments have been made,
according to the White House. The funding will help to develop futuristic fabrics and
accelerate the revival of textile manufacturing in the United States.
With major brands and the U.S. government becoming more aware of changes
needed in the apparel supply chain, there is evidence that sustainable fashion is
becoming more than an independent movement driven by startup brands.
With the combined efforts of supplier transparency, factories adapting to small
batch production, as well as designer and consumer demand, we are poised to see
a very different fashion industry of the future.
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I hope you enjoyed this report and found value in what I believe to be a very
promising future for the fashion industry at large. For more information on
these findings, future sustainable fashion entrepreneurship trends or to
arrange an interview with a designer featured in this report, please email
shannon@factory45.co.
You can gain access to the graphics used in this report here. They may be used
with attribution to Factory45.

12.

